THREE ARTS CITIES IN ONE-SHOT
A 6-day cultural incentive programme visiting
Rome – Florence - Naples
Day 1 ROME Private visit of the Vatican Museums
At the arrival at FCO airport in Rome you will be welcome by the escort who will
stay with you throughout your stay in Italy. Private transfer to the hotel in Rome and
check-in.
Free time before meeting in the hall to be transferred to the Vatican for a private
guided visit to the the Museums and to the Sistine Chapel.
After the visit you will be taken to the Tiber banks where you will board a boat for a private dinner cruise with music
along the river which runs through Rome.

Day 2 FLORENCE by train
Private transfer to the Central Railway station to get the train to Florenc. At the arrival,
some local guides will be waiting for you at the platform to take you for a short guided
tour of the town, including the visit to the David at the Accademy Gallery.
For lunch, you will be given a cash allowance.
Free time till 4pm when you will meet again your escort to go by private coach in the
Chianti Valley and more precisely in a castle famous for its production of Chianti wines.
Here you will visit the wine cellars and you will have a merenda based on a tasting menu
of the Tuscany specialties.
Transfer back to Florence in time to get the train to Rome. Private transfer to the hotel.

Day 3 ROME Guided tour self-driving a Vespa
Late breakfast before meeting some local guides in the hall of the hotel ready to take you and discover the Eternal City.
The Vespas will be delivered at the hotel: one per couple. After a briefing, the discovery
of Rome will start. During the ride, the group will be escorted by professional drivers.
Two guides will follow the tour ready to explain the beautiful monuments they will visit
during the stops.
Lunch on your own: you will be given a cash allowance enough to cover a light lunch
and a taxi ride to the hotel in case you do not want to wait for the coach late in the
afternoon.
Afternoon free to enjoy some shopping or to continue the visit privately. The meeting point will be in Piazza del Popolo
at 6pm for those who have chosen to return back to the hotel by private coach instead of taking the taxi.
Tonight you will experience a dinner in the real Rome, the Trastevere district. Dinner will be prepared in one of the
most typical restaurant of the town and will be cheered by some musicians playing typical songs of the capital.
Back to the hotel late at night.

Day 4 NAPLES by train
Private transfer to the Central Railway station to get the train to Naple. At the arrival, a private
coach will be waiting for you to take you Sorrento for a guided tour.
After the visit lunch will be will be prepared in a restaurant that has a terrace over the sea.
The afternoonn will be devoted at the visit of Pompeii, to continue then later in the afternoon
to Naples for a visit of the capital of Campania.
The dinner will be prepared in a typical Pizzeria in Naples.
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Back to Rome by train. Private transfer to the hotel.

Day 5 ROME Imperial Rome
Late breakfast before continuing the visit of the last main monuments of Rome:
Colisseum and the Imperial Forum.
Lunch on your own: you will be given a cash allowance enough to cover a light lunch and
a taxi ride to the hotel in case you do not want to wait for the coach late in the afternoon.
Afternoon free for the last shopping and visits. The meeting point will be in Piazza del
Popolo at 6pm for those who have chosen to return back to the hotel by private coach
instead of taking the taxi.
Tonight dinner will be in a fine restaurant of the historical centre of the town.

Day 6
After breakfast, check-out and transfer by private coach to the airport of FCO.
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